Bridge to College Math

WHY APPLY?
• You need a math refresher.
• You want to place out of the support class to reduce units.
• You previously took Math 15 or 50 and don’t feel ready for your new placement.

WHO SHOULD APPLY?
• Open to incoming, continuing, and returning Palomar College Students.
• Contact: LGuerrero@palomar.edu for more info.

HOW TO APPLY?
• Apply to Palomar College.
• Review your Mathematics Placement.
• Enroll in Course 33604

What is Bridge to College Math?
• This FREE noncredit (no unit charge) program is designed to give you support by building your mathematical confidence and proficiency while improving your math placement.
FAQ

**What is a typical Bridge day?**
You will work in a lab with an Instructor and a Tutor, using an adaptive computer system. Advancing through the prerequisite knowledge needed to be successful in the college level class. The goal is to bypass the need for the co-requisite support class.

**Which classes is this designed for?**
Any one who would like a math refresher or has a math placement with an integrated co-requisite support course.

We are here to help everyone be successful in math. You will be work through one of the following course paths.

- **Intermediate Algebra bootcamp:**
  Intended for any student placed into M56+6, M56 or M60

- **College Algebra bootcamp:**
  Intended for any student placed into M110+11 or M110

- **Statistics bootcamp:**
  Intended for any student placed into M54, M120+20 or M120

- **Precalculus and Calculus bootcamp:**
  Intended for any student placed into M135, M140, M130+30, M130

Contact: LGuerrero@palomar.edu for more info.